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·y, the 20 boson, and the neutral Higgs bosons mix into the four mass eigenstates OCR Output
those of the charged Higgs bosons (charged Higgsino). Fermionic partners of the
by the mixing of the fermionic partners of the charged gauge boson (winos) and
are summarised in table 2. Charginos are the two mass eigenstates formed
H0:) are expected to exist. The superpartners and the Higgs bosons in this model
Higgs doublet fields in the model, hence five physical Higgs bosons (h0, H0, A0,
(MSSM) I3] is a the simplest and the most convenient model. There are two

In various SUSY theories, the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

supersymmetry must be broken.
corresponding particles. Since none of the superpartner have not yet discovered,
supersymmetry were exact, these superpartners would have the same mass as the
particle has a superpartner whose spin differs by 1 / 2 from that of the particle. If
of the quadratic Higgs mass divergence In these theories, each elementary
sions of the standard model, because SUSY can natura.lly deal with the problem
The supersymmetric (SUSY) standard models [1] are the most promising exten

2 Search for supersymmetric particles

TOTAL 5.7 I 5.9 I 5.0 I 5.2

,/$:140Gev I 0.05 I 0.04 I 0.05 I 0.04
,/2:136Gcv I 2.9 I 3.0 I 2.3 I 2.6
\/5:130GeV I 2.8 I 2.9 I 2.7 I 2.6

ALEPH I DELPHI I L3 I oPAL

Table 1: Table.l The collected luminosities at each experiment (pb`1)

searches.

: 140 GeV were very sma.ll, the data at this energy were not used for almost
luminosities above 5 pb"1 as shown in table.1. Since the luminosities at \/E

Each of the four experiments ALEPH, DELPHLL3, and OPAL had collected

we is a serious source of large missing transverse momentum.
in this energy region. W+W° events could be the dominant background, since
events was sma.ller than the strong 20 resonance. (2) W+W° events were absent
the following two reasons: (1) The production cross section of the multihadronic
various searches could be performed at low background conditions because of
higher energies, but below the e"`e" —> W+W“ threshold. In the energy region
(LEPL5). This provided an opportunity to search for new particles at these
time well above the Z peak at centre-of-mass energies of 130-140 GeV
In November 1995 the LEP e+e‘ collider at CERN was operated for the first

1 Introduction



Rb measured at LEP is reported to be much larger than the standard model OCR Output
well measured to be 176 zi; 10(stat.) i 8(sys.) GeV at TEVATRON The
bb)/I`(Z°—> qq)) is a value sensitive to the top quark mass, Mt, which is recently
the scalar top quark could solve the reported Rb anomaly. Rb(£ I`(Z°—>

Furthermore there is a hot topics that the existence of light chargino and

guide the analysis but more general cases were also studied.
neutra.]ino fg was the lightest supersymmetric particle. We used the MSSM to
colliders. We assumed that the R-parity was conserved, and that the lightest
to be light in general, and could be the first SUSY signal to be observed in e+e“
and (4) tl (lighter state of the scalar top quark). These particles are expected
lightest chargino), (2) ig (the second lightest neutralino), (3) l (scalar leptons),

At LEP1.5, we searched for the following four SUSY particles: (1) gf (the

and sneutrino

ordinary particles. The candidates for the LSP are the lightest neutralino
be stable, and (3) other SUSY particle should decay finally into the LSP and
particles should be produced in pairs, (2) the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) should
and odd for the superpartners. If R-parity is assumed to be conserved, (1) SUSY

R-parity (E (—1)2S+3B+L) is defined to be even for the ordinary particles

mass), m0(universal scalar mass), and A(scalar trilinear coupling).
the model: tan ,6(=; vg/v1), M2(universal gaugino mass), p.(superpotential Higgs
eterisation. After imposing GUTS conditions, there are only five parameters in
by hand, hence the model considered to be simply a. phenomenological param
which breaks supersymmetry. In MSSM, soft SUSY breaking terms are inserted
tra and couplings of these superpartners depend on the choice of mechanism

Because the supersymmetry must be broken as mentioned above, mass spec

gluons/gluinos gi (i = 1 ~ 8) | gi (i = 1 ~ 8)

:(mixing => charginos) (2 ff32; )
gauge bosons/gauginos
charged Higgs/Higgsino | H*
(mixing => neutralinos) (=> jg jg Xg X2)
gauge bosons/gauginos 7 Z°
neutral Higgs/Higgsino | h° H° A° I H? Hg

qL qRQL QRq118.1'l{S/ Sql1&.1‘l£S
EL ZRleptons /s1eptons ZL ZR

neutrinos / sneutrinos | IQL

SPIN 1/2

Table 2: Particle list of the MSSM

the gauginos is dominant, and as "Higgsino-Iike” in the opposite case.
mass. and pz? are called as “gaugin0—like”, when the mixing component of
ca.lled neutra.linos jg. In both cases, the index i or j is ordered by increasing



{QL can decay into a neutralino QQ and a lepton pair: if ——> ;2‘f£`*`u (leptonic OCR Output
masses of the scalar partners of the ordinary fermions The lightest chargino

The details of chargino decay depend on the parameters of the mixing and the

figures show M,;=1000GeV and 50GeV, respectively.
is Higgsino-like (tan,B=1.5, M2=3OUGeV). The solid and dotted lines in both
at X/E:136GeV. (a) if is gaugino-like (tan,8=1.5, M2=100GeV), and (b) it
Figure 1: The production cross section of ifi; as a function of chargino mass

Mcharglnc (Gev) Mcharglno (Gev)
45 57.5 70 - 45 57.5 70

10 10

° 15 ° 15

a) Gauglno-like} E[ b) Higgino-like
20$20

the t-channel contribution is always suppressed.
like. Because the coupling of electron-sneutrino—chargino is small in this case,
strongly on the sneutrino mass as shown in Fig. 1(b), when chargino is Higgsino
t-channel contributions. On the other hand, the cross section does not depend
light, in which case destructive interference may occur between the .s-channel and
in Fig. 1 (a), the production cross section is fairly large unless the sneutrino is
the .s-channel and through sneutrino (1}) exchange in the t-channel. As shown

The if can be pair-produced in e+e" collisions through 7 or Z0 exchange in

the CDF Collaboration at the TEVATRON

measurements A similar but more model-dependent limit was obtained by
chargino at around Mz /2 using a combination of direct searches and Z° width
at centre-of-mass energies near the 20 peak, set lower limits on the mass of the
and the SUSY partner of the W boson. Previous searches at LEP 1, running
The charginos are the mixtures of the SUSY partner of charged Higgs boson

2.1 The lightest chargino if

if the both chargino and the scalar top quark were lighter than about 70 GeV
the theoretical prediction of Rb can be moved to the experimentally allowed level,
which the p`Qf’—t1 loops contributes to Rb. This correction to Rb is positive, and
solutions, the most attractive one is the supersymmetric vertex correction, in
a sign of a new physics beyond the standard model. In the several proposed
prediction by more than 30 This discrepancy is significant and could be



than 10 GeV, and if 32;* decays into if? plus W*-boson only. OCR Output
section is larger than 3 pb and the mass difference between if and X? is larger
X? masses sma.]ler than 68 GeV are excluded at 95% confidence level, if the cross
when if decays into X? plus W*-boson, and into jg plus lu, respectively. The
and (b) show the obtained upper limits on the production cross section of ji
as a function of mi? and mia, assuming a particular decay—mode. Figure 3 (a)
parameters, the upper limit on the production cross section can be calculated
angler distribution of if production does not depend strongly on the model—

No evidence of the if was observed by all the four experiments. Because

(u17£+Z', uiqq, u£qq’, r"'·r'qq, *r+·r‘·r"'·r·' and ·r+·r‘,u+;f).
for two-photon processes and the double hated area for four ferm.ion processes
production for qq(·y) events, the gray area for l+£"(*y) events, the open area
observed data and the Monte Carlo simulations. The hatted area indicates the
Figure 2: The distribution of the total visible energy normalised to \/E for the

Evls/qs

r **5%%/%

*5 10

;1o
2 am (a) OPAL

were searched with the similar selection criteria.

multi-jets with large missing Pt. At four experiments, events of these topologies
(a) two acoplanar leptons, (b) one lepton plus jets with large missing Pt, or (c)
away by two §(?’s. The experimental signature for jiipff production is therefore
also characterised by large missing transverse momentum, Pt, which is carried
figure, because the invisible {Ts carry away the energy. Chargino events are
appear in a va.lley between the peak of two-photon and qq(7) events in this
processes. The background processes are well simulated, and the chargino signals
\/E for data measured by OPAL and for the expectation of various background

Figure 2 shows the distributions of the total visible energy normalised to

important to search for leptonic final states as well as hadronic ones.
jQ°f£+u via a virtual Z, since the Z is generally lighter than the q. Therefore, it is
via the W boson is suppressed. In such a case the dominant decay mode is
the jg is the almost pure SUSY partner of the U(1) gauge boson, the if decay
W emission is dominant. However, if the is almost purely gaugino-like, and
are very heavy. In most of the MSSM parameter space, gy decay via the virtual
quark emission are expected to be small with the assumption that scalar quarks
virtual W, slepton (Z), or scalar quark (q) emission. The effects of the scalar
decay), or a neutralino and a quark pair: if —> ;2gqq’ (hadronic decay) through



mi? —- min; 2 10 GCV OCR Output
56.3 GeV I 41 f M,; _€ 1000 GeV { -400 $ p. § 400 GeV

0 S Mz S 800 GeV
65.8 GeV | Mp = 1000 GeV | tanB=1,1.5,50

MSSM-parametersit-mass | on M;

Constrain on thelower limits on | Assumption

Table 3: 95 % CL lower limits on if-mass (DELPHI Preliminary)

X? plus lu [10].
\/E=136 GeV. fit is assumed to decay into: (a) QQ plus W"-boson [11], and (b)
Figure 3: 95 % CL upper limits on the Q? production cross section (pb) at
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depend on the M,; because of the negative interference of the .9- and t-channel.
within the restricted parameter space as summarised in table 3. The limits
be calculated using the MSSM, the lower limit on the if-mass can be obtained

Since the production cross section and decay branching fraction of if can



shown with tan ,6:35 (Fig. 5(c) and OCR Output
(Fig. 5(a)) and the lightest mo (Fig. 5(b)) with tan ,3:1.5. The same plots are

Figure 5 shows the excluded region in the M2-it plane for the case m0=1 TeV

tralino and chargino searches.
MSSM-parameters presented here is therefore based on combining both the neu
signatures can be explored via {gig associate production. The limits on the
p., tan B, and mg. In the regions where {gif production is suppressed, SUSY
charginos and neutralinos are determined by the four MSSM-parameters; M2,

In the MSSM, production cross sections and decay branching fractions of

(pb) at \/.;:136GeV [11]. ig is assumed to decay into ig plus a virtual Z°.
Figure 4: 95 % CL upper limits on the {gig associate production cross section
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ig decays into ig plus a virtual Z0-boson.
shows the obtained upper limits on the production cross section of {gig, when

No evidence of {gig events were also observed at all experiments. Figure 4

to the chargino search.
{gif events. Then {gig events were searched with the selection criteria similar
for the invisible case of ig —> {gw}, the event topologies of {gig are similar to
igw7, or igqq through a virtual Z°, Higgs boson, sleptons, or squarks. Except

If the ig is the lightest visible SUSY particle, ig would decay into igZ+!“,

plays important role, and the cross section of about a few pb is expected.
When both ig and ig are Higgsino-like < M2), the s—channel contribution
suffer from background process of e+e‘——> u17»y in the LEP1.5 energy region.
first direct signal for neutralinos, since single photon events from e+e` —> igigy
change, if mi? + mic; is smaller than \/F. This associate production could give the
duced by an s-channel virtual Z° exchange or t—channel scalar electron (E:) ex
and the SUSY partners of neutral gauge bosons. The {gig can be co-pair pro
The neutralinos are the mixtures of the SUSY partners of neutral Higgs bosons

2.2 The second lightest neutralino ig



45 GeV [12]. OCR Output
Previous searches for sleptons at LEP 1 set lower limits on the slepton mass at
are always lighter than the same flavour left-handed sleptons in the MSSM.
depending on the helicity to which they are associated. The right-handed slepton
leptons. Sleptons are classified into “right-handed” or “left-handed” sleptons,
The sleptons (selectrons 5, smuons {1, and staus F) are the SUSY partners of the

2.3 Sleptons

if mo is very small.
there are gaps between the excluded regions and the ifi; kinematical boundary,
up to the iff; kinematical boundary, when mo is 1 TeV. On the other hand,
the M2 > |p.| region. As mentioned above, the parameters are excluded almost
jélfjg search contributes only in the limited area near the kinematical boundary of

Most of the excluded regions are due to the results of the ifi; search. The

respectively.
these figures show the kinematical boundary at \/.;:136GeV for ifi; and fffg,
already excluded by the analysis of LEP1 data. The dashed and dotted lines in
with the limits on Z and 1} at LEP1. The regions labelled as “LEPl” had been
and The lightest mo is defined to be the smallest mo possible to comply
(b) the lightest mu with tan [3:1.5. The same plots are shown for tan ,6:35
Figure 5: The excluded regions in M2-,u. plane for the case (a) m0:l TeV and
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become worse. OCR Output

signal from the two-photon background events. Then the obtained limits for 1*
visible energy of 7:+7:- event is very small, and it is difficult to distinguish this
than 5 GeV [13]. When the mass difference is sma.ller than 10 GeV, the total
cross section is larger than 3 pb and the mass difference between Z and ig is larger
Z+Z` for each flavour. Selectron é and smuon p are excluded, when the production
experiments. Figure 7 shows the upper limits on the production cross section of

For all the lepton Havours, no evidence of the sleptons was observed by a.ll the

chargino search were used.
ilar to the leptonic decay of chargino, and the selection criteria similar to the
lepton pair with the large missing transverse momentum. This topology is sim
nary lepton Z. Therefore the events topology of Gil}, pair—production is acoplanar

The right-handed slepton ZR decays into the gf plus the corresponding ordi

0.24 pbmg, = 60 GeV 0.86 pb
mg,. = 55 GeV 0.95 pb 1.92 pb

2.02 pbma, = 50 GeV 3.26 pb
0·(e'*'e' —> EEEII) I mi? = 40 GeV | mi? = 23 GeV

GeV. (tan,B=1.5 and p = -—200 GeV)
Table 4: The production cross sections of the right-handed selectron at \/.;:136

section, when the lightest neutralino pz? is light and gaugino-like.
table. The t-channel contribution substantia.lly enhances the éR production cross

Typical cross sections of the right—handed selectron, ég, are listed in the next

\/§:136GeV. The solid and dotted lines are for ,1;,2,; and pfpi, respectively.
Figure 6: The production cross section of p+p‘ as a function of p mass at

Mscaiar,. (GeV)
us so ss so ss

°·2 T nnqm-n¤¤¤eR

0.4
Left-handed

°0.s

right-handed smuon and stau is smaller than 0.7 pb as shown in this figure.
by considering only right-handed sleptons. The production cross section of the
Fig. 6, the expected number of the slepton events are conservatively calculated
of the right-handed sleptons are lower than that of the left-handed as shown in
pair produced by t-channel neutra.lino exchange. Since production cross section

Slepton is pair produced by s-channel Z° and 7 exchange. The selectron is also



left—handed top quarks (EL and tl;) mix, and the resultant two mass eigenstates OCR Output
top quark mass. Secondly, the supersymmetric partners of the right-handed and
squark loops are always negative. The correction is large because of the heavy
loop radiative corrections to the t mass through Higgsino—quark loops and Higgs
charged supersymmetric (SUSY) particle for two reasons [14, 15]. Firstly, one
The scalar top quark (t), the bosonic partner of the top quark, can be the lightest

2.4 Scalar top quark

LEP1.

'ITLg < 100 GeV. The region of man < 45 GeV had been excluded by searches at
MSSM parameters are restricted within M2 < 200 GeV, };l| < 200 GeV, and
Figure 8: 95 % CL excluded region in the man-mi? plane, with tan ,8:1.5. The

Me,,(GeV)

40 50 60 70

¤°:·`F

L3
; 60

mass diilerence between ER and Xg is larger than 10 GeV.
(mh-mi?) plane. The lower limit on man is obtained to be 52 GeV, when the
and *7*. For selectrons, Fig. 8 shows the 95 % CL excluded region of ER in the
already shown in Fig. 6, we can not improve the lower limits on the mass of ;2

Since the production cross section of [LR and 1*;; is smaller than 0.7 pb as

\/.;:136 GeV, (b) mg = 65 GeV at \/;=130 GeV.
a. functions of thc mass difference between F and X?. (a.) mit = 68 GeV at
Figure 7: 95 % CL upper Iimjts 011 the production cross section of 2+% as

M s/apron- M xi (Gev)M 5/€PY0”·· M x2 (GGV)

0 10 20 30 40 50 g jg 20 gg 4g 5g

M s/apron = 68 GeV M S/6pm” :65 G°V

é 14 ;· EI $
D |;L gf:
e ~ ‘\ ...’b 10 é ~ \x T

(a) L3 { "’§—\ (U) L3
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the chargino hadronic decay.
acoplanar two·jet topology with large transverse momentum, which is similar to

i

tl-hadron before it decays. The experimental signature for tlt] events is an
the typical time scale of the hadronisation, the tl would hadrqnise to form a
via one—loop processes [14]. Because the lifetime of the il is much longer than
decay mode of the tl is restricted to be the simple two body decay: tl ——> cy}?
lepton Z are assumed to be heavier than the tl. In such a case, the dominant
as mentioned in section 2.1. In addition, the scalar neutrino D and the scalar
considered in this study, since a if lighter than 56.3 GeV is already excluded
then tl —-> by}? would be the dominant decay. However, this decay mode is not

If the chargino X? is lighter than mi, —— mg, where my, is bottom quark mass,

the mixing angle Gm], and tl mass.
Figure 9: The production cross section of tltl at \/.;:136GeV as a function of

9 mm (rad)

0 0.5 ! 1.5

5·°P°‘\\ \·%0¤¤··2

as Q `<"°°"
5 ° 50

é“°L}——¤.sp¤

,.` 7D

only via a virtual 7.
(cosz Gm],. = gsinz W, tl decouples from the Z° boson, and tltl can be produced
top quark mass and the soft SUSY breaking parameters. For Om, close to 0.98
and the Z° boson depends on the mixing angle, which is determined by the
9,,,,,, is defined by tl = ty, cos 6,,,,,, + tR sin 0,,,;,. The coupling between the tl
as a function of the scalar top mass, mg}, and the mixing angle, 9,,,;,, where
including both the first order QCD and QED corrections has been calculated [14]
virtual Z0 boson or a virtual photon. As shown in Fig. 9, the total cross section

Scalar top quark pairs, tltl, could be produced in e+e` annihilation via a

have been obtained at the Z° peak [18, 19].
liders are sensitive to a smaller mass difference, and lower limits for the t-1 mass
difference between tl and pz? is larger than about 35 GeV. Searches at e+e‘ col—
lower limit [17] on the tl mass of about 100 GeV in the case where the mass
assumptions are invalid for the tl. Recently the D0 Collaboration reported a
ate, and that the masses of the left and right—handed partners are equal. Such
assuming that all the scalar quark masses of the five or six flavours are degener

Lower limits on scalar quark masses have been obtained from pp colliders [16],

itself. The tl mass, mgl, can be also close to that of the lightest neutralino fg.
lighter than any other charged SUSY particle, and lighter than the top quark
(tl and tz) have a large mass splitting. The lighter mass eigenstate (tl) can be
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also sizable, because the intermediate Z0 can be on-shell state. “Bremsstrahlung”
taken into account, the contribution of “annihilation” diagrams (diagram(B)) is
there is a strong resonance at Mqq ~ Mzu. When the initial state radiations are
LEP1.5, “conversion” diagrams are dominating, especially diagram(C), because
diagrams contribute to this final state, and dominant diagrams depend on \/E. At
there are also contributions from t—channel boson exchange. Figure 11 shows the
photons and real or virtual Z bosons. In the case of electrons in the final state

The l+E`qq processes at LEP1.5 emerge from neutral bosons, i.e. virtual

briefly summarise this result.
processes were also studied [20] in the OPAL experiment. In this section, I
data within the statistical errors. The other final state of E+E‘q<`j (Z = e,;t)
experiments. The prediction by the standard model agreed with the observed
fermions was a neutrino (u17Z+Z', uiqq, and 1/[qq') were well studied at the four
searches at LEP1.5, the four fermion processes in which at least one of the
particles including Higgs searches as higher the beam energy. In the SUSY
Model. These processes become more serious and sizable background for new
in e+e‘ collisions, and these are the standard processes described by the Standard
Four fermion processes are production processes of two fermion·antifermion pairs

3 Four f€1`II1lOI1 p1'OC€SS€S

excluded regions by searches at LEP1.
mg 1-mi? plane, when the mixing angle Gmix is 0.0. The dotted line indicates the
excluded regions by searches at LEP 1. (Right side): 95 % CL excluded region in
difierence between tl and ig is larger than 5 GeV. The hatted area indicates the
Figure 10: (Left side): 95 % CL excluded region in Gm,-mg, plane, when the mass

Mt, (GeV)g mm (rad)

4c gy so ynD 0.5 1 1.5

LEP1.5 excluded
. Q 50

?>F ····

Prellmlnary

OPAL S EX¤l¤dldalLEP140 Q so li l ’
; 70,

this figure, in which the mixing angle Omix is assumed to be 0.0.
in the case of 9mj,,=0.0. The excluded region in m;1·m,2? plane is also shown in
and Q? is larger than 5 GeV. The lower limit on mg, is obtained to be 52.4 GeV
95 % CL excluded region in Bm,-mg, plane, when the mass difference between tl

No event of tltl was observed at all the four experiments. Figure 10 shows
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reconstructed using the Durham algorithm [22] with with = 49 GeV2.
• The number of jets had to be greater than or equal to two. Jets were

• The number of charged tracks was required to be at least six.

lowing selections were used:
In order to select the hadronic events with the isolated lepton pair, the fol

PYTHIA 5.7.

tial state photon. Multihadronic events were simulated with JETSET 7.4 and
decays of heavy quarks, or in the case of electron pairs from a converted ini
with two relatively isolated leptons. These could arise either from semileptonic
physics background to the £`*'£‘qq final state came from multihadronic events
SET 7.4 with parameters tuned for multihadronic decays of the Z°. The main
gram [21]. The fragmentation of the two final state quarks was handled by JET

The e+e' qq and ;l`*’;fqq processes were generated with the FERMISV pro

shell. In addition all photon lines can also be replaced by a Z°.
bution of the respective diagrams is especially high if the Z boson is on its mass
agrams. The dashed line symbolises an intermediate 7 or Z boson. The contri
tion (A,B), conversion (C,D), bremsstrahlung (E,F) and multiperipheral (G) di
cess e+e' —>£+K`qq, divided into the four gauge-invariant groups: annihila
Figure 11: Schematic Feynman diagrams for the four-fermion production pro

(G)

C E

a+ c+

(E) (F)
q <1

<1 e

~—---x *1 —--~.x I
(D)(C)

1+ €+

I+ c

. M-»—.» . U3.—..—1 } 6.} 6
I e+

e" escape into beam pipe, these contributions are expected to be very sma.ll.
and "multiperipheral" contribute only to e+e‘qq final state. But most of e+ or
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is observed in the p+;l'qq processes. The Poisson probability for this excess is
A significant discrepancy between the SM prediction and the detected number

is same size as the statistical errors presented in table 5.
As shown in this table, the systematic errors are well controlled, and this value
dividual errors, since these systematic errors were considered to be independent.
uncertainty. Total systematic error was calculated as a quadratic sum of the in
EXCALIBUR, and the same number of events are predicted within the statistical
We have cross-checked the prediction of the FERMISV against that of the the

The systematic errors of this analysis are also summarised in the table. 6.

decays [24].
It is also consistent with the recent OPAL observation of T production in Z°
charmonium and bottomonium production cross sections observed by CDF [23].
multihadronic events. This model was introduced recently to explain the larger
lated quarkonium production from single hard gluon emission from quarks in
octet quarkonium” is a hypothetical background arises from colour octet iso
of background processes are summarised in table 5. "Contribution from colour
5 events for the ,u+,u.`qq candidate. The expected number and contributions

After these selections, 2 events were observed for the e+e“qq candidate, and

of the electron pair was demeaned to be larger than 1 GeV.
In order to reject photon conversions for e+e'qq events, a invariant mass

30°, a§° 2 10° and |p1] + |p2] 2 15 GeV.
We exploited the isolation of the lepton candidates mentioned above, o4§s° 2

isolation angle.
and a§s°, respectively, where i = 1 designated the lepton having the larger
was rejected. Their momenta and isolation angles were called pi, i = 1,2
lepton pair. lf the charges of the leptons were of the same sign, the event
The two most isolated leptons of each Havour were regarded as a candidate

within the cone.

lepton candidate itself, and also the nearest other lepton candidate if it lay
unassociated electromagnetic clusters within the cone, excluding both the
low-mass lepton pairs, Econ, was deined to be the energy of all tracks and
a‘“° around the lepton was less than 1 GeV. In order to keep events with
mum angle at which the energy Econ, contained within a cone of half—angle
For each lepton candidate an isolation angle ai‘° was defined as the maxi—

three layers of the hadronic calorimeter.
to have E / p < 0.2 and at least three hits in the muon chambers or the last
of the electrons with this momentum were expected. Muons were required
the central tracking chamber had to be within a range of values where 99%
associated electromagnetic energy. Furthermore the energy loss dE/dx in
E /p was greater than 0.8, where p was the track momentum and E the
mentum p 2 5 GeV/ c. A track was classified as an electron if the ratio

• Lcptons were identified. Lepton candidates were required to have a mo
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understand the origin of this excess.
of differential distributions from the SM prediction are observed. We can not
additional peak is seen in this data, and no significant deviations in the shapes
diagram(D). As shown in Fig. 12 (b), this excess is observed at Mqq ~ Mzo. No
mass. The configuration of the mass values is vice-versa for the events from
the leptonic system which comes from a virtual photon peaks at small invariant
the invariant mass of the hadronic system peaks at the Z° mass, and that of
same value as the recoil mass of the lepton system. For events from diagram(C)
distribution of the invariant mass of the hadronic system, which should be the
resonance, not present in the Monte Carlo simulations. Figure 12 shows the
the hadronic system, if the observed excess were due to a leptonic or hadronic
While one would expect peaks in either the invariant mass of leptonic system or
0.26 %, if the origin of this excess is considered to be statistical fluctuation.

Total systematic error ;i: 0.17 I +0.12 -0.07

Colour octet quarkonium :l; 0.01 I zi: 0.01
Background estimation (the other 4-fermion) I :|: 0.03 I i 0.01

:t: 0.14 I +0.11 -0.05Background estimation (e+e' —> ff)
:I: 0.10 I :i: 0.05Higher order correction to FERMISV

statistical error(FERMISV vs EXCALIBUR)

consistent withinGenerator dependence

Source ‘*`'+"eeq<j I ppqq

Table 6: Systematic error sources and these contribution to the final results

Number of the observed event

Total expected number 1.02 :1: 0.14 I 0.65 :I; 0.08

0.010.01Contribution from colour octet quarkonium

0.020.07the other four fermion processes

0.110.28e"'e‘——> ff background

0.510.66Signal of £+l"qQ (FERMISV)

+‘+`¤¢q€1 I ##q<i

Table 5: Final results for number of the expected and observed events.
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hatted histograms represent the distribution of the background process.
The open histograms in both figures show the L"*`£' qq signal predictions, and the
Figure 12: Distribution of the invariant mass of qq system for the sclcctcd cvcnts.

Mqq
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fluctuation.

this excess is 0.26 %, if the origin of this excess is considered to be statistical
tributions from the SM prediction were observed. The Poisson probability for
,u,+,u‘qq process, but no significant deviations in the shapes of differential dis—
high energy data. OPAL reported the excess above the SM prediction in the

The FZ" qq (K = e,;L) four fermion processes were also studied using these

mg! ·—· mi? > 10 GeV
mg, > 55.5 GeV I 9,,,,,, = 0

ma; — mi? > 10 GeV
mo < 100 GeV

ma; > 52 GeV I M2 < 200 GeV
;1.| < 200 GeV
MSSM, tanB = 1.5
mfg — mi? > 10 GeV

mg > 69 GeV I ig is Higgsino—like
MSSM

mi? — mi? > 10 GeV
TTL]; = il. TGV

mia > 65.8 GeV I M2 < 400 GeV
[JI < 400 GeV
MSSM, tanB = 1 ~ 50

Assumptions

Table 7: The Obtained lower limits on masses of the SUSY particles.

only by the SUSY contributions.
Such values of Rgtend to disfavour that the current Rb anomaly is explainedvsy

USYand this contribution REis found to be sma.ller than 0.0017 [26] in the MSSM.
The if-tl loops contribute to Rb is re-examined with these obtained limits,

centre-0f—mass energies near the Z° peak.
listed in table 7. These are well above the limits obtained at LEP-1, running at
on the masses of these particles were improved. The typical obtained limits are
direct signal for SUSY. No evidence for SUSY was observed and the lower limits
top quark tl. These particles are expected to be light and could give the first
second lightest neutralino fg, the sleptons Zi, and the lighter state of the scalar
data, we searched for the various SUSY particles: the lightest chargino pf, the
each of the four experiments had collected luminosities above 5 pb`1. Using these
The LEP collider was operated at centre-of—mass energies of 130-140 GeV, and

4 Conclusion
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